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wish i have a chance to play with your character(not a designer)that is you give out a second character for free to test to prove the fact you are a creator who is willing to share Here i am sending you the link with some amazing score first time ever for a character maker, and people has tried but failed, this is the record. And i have released this character with my real ID : geordik as my try, you can try my character in the link
i send you and you will fail so much to beat my score. I can sense you are a creator who loves sharing. So i would like you to give me a second character (don't have to make the face) to prove you are a true creator. Here is the link : Q: Differences between HTML5 and XHTML I don't like XHTML and I was wondering what are the differences between html5 and XHTML. What I see is in XHTML you have to use less of

the tags, while in HTML5 you can use lots of tags, mostly divs. So what are the differences? A: They are different because of a lack of specification and an overabundance of fanboys. HTML5 is the reality of the internet today. It's supported by all browsers and is part of the W3C standards. XHTML 1.0 is an example of how people like to avoid standards. It works on older browsers and on browsers where the new doctype
is not respected (eg. Opera). In the mean time, the vendor-dependent specifications in the level of HTML5 are forming in XML. A: XHTML1 is a specification, HTML5 is not. That's why you need to specify it. They are not the same. A: HTML5 basically replaces XHTML1 and does include some 'new' features (such as 5 new elements). XHTML1/HTML5 is mostly a difference of what you put into it. For instance, you

can do style="display:none;" in XHTML1, but not in HTML5 (and the opposite for style="display:block;", as an example). Also, the 1 is to indicate that it is the first version, and that it is a subset
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